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His poetic works are collected in Dalpatknvya. He
wrote poems on ghosts and on the tyranny of the caste;
on inter-marriage and widow re-marriage; against infant
marriage and against evils of Hindu Society in general;
against the share mania of 1865; on diverse moral, educa-
tional and social subjects; on the duties of students and on""
the future of Saurashtra; on bugs, on tobacco, and on the
cobbler's stone. Every middle aged Gujarat! remembers
his verses on going to school, on an obstinate fly, and on a
little wayward buffalow as his earliest stock of rhymes.
He was the first to perceive the destructive effects of
modern industry on Indian crafts and wrote his poem
HunnarakMnam cadni, The Invasion by Industry (1851),
perhaps the first exposition of Swadeshism.
He wrote two plays. One was an adaptation of an
English translation of Plutus by Aristophanes, the other
was a farce, Mithyn-dbhimSna, Vain-glory, (1867) satirizing
the conceit ot Jivaram Bhat, a night-blind village Braha-
mana. He also wrote, Forbes-vilftsa on the greatness
of his patron, and Forbes-viraha, on his retirement. In
Vijayavinoda he celebrated a poets' gathering held by Vija-
yasinh, the ruler of Bhavanagar. All the three are in a"
bardic vein,
He was a school-master who wrote nursery rhymes; a
preacher who gave sermons on morality in verse; a jour-
nalist with the gift of writing off a leader on any topic in
jingling couplets. His descriptions, at times, were full of
crude humour. But he was not a poet; he had been
brought up in an age which believed that whatever was
set in rhyme was poetry. The technique and style of his
poetry was of a by-gone age; and so was his prose,
though fluid and simple. Except for a few homely gara-
bis, his works have little permanent value. He left behind
a small band of admiring verse-writers, who, for some
years, kept alive his literary tradition.
Dalpatram made the first attempt to place   Gujarat!
prosody on a scientific basis.   Similar attempts with regard
ta the language were also made by Rev. Dr. J. V. S. Taylor^
a fine Gujarati stylist of the period, the author of Gujarftti
. Gramm&r (1867) and Dhntukosha, Etymological dictionary;

